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DYF’s Circle of Impact is reserved for our most ardent philanthropists who make an impactful contribution of $5,000 or 

more towards DYF’s Matching Gift Fund. Joining the Circle of Impact is a powerful way to increase the power of your 

donation while inspiring the DYF community to give at the Annual Gala or Year-End Campaign. 

How does your support help DYF? Consolidating and publicizing the generous gifts made by donors like you highlights 

the strong spirit of philanthropy among the DYF community. By contributing to the Circle of Impact, you are inspiring 

other individuals to support the organization, knowing that their contributions will be matched.  

 

As a member of the Circle of Impact you are:  

 Providing immediate access to DYF’s programs for under-resourced families  

 Helping families find unmatched support and deep understanding   

 Helping families receive cutting-edge education delivered by leaders in the T1D field  

 Providing a better understanding to our families of the tools available in managing T1D 

 Allowing families to find a community that removes the shame, and builds courage, confidence, and 

competence 

Your contribution to the Circle of Impact demonstrates that you are one of DYF’s greatest supporters and that you are 

making an investment in helping people with T1D lead full, healthy, beautiful lives, NOW.  

 

As a distinguished member of the Circle of Impact, with your permission, you will: 

 Receive podium and print recognition at DYF’s annual Gala   

 Receive year-end print recognition as a member of our Circle, including DYF’s website  

 Receive regular updates by DYF’s Executive Director with powerful stories from our programs 

 Be invited to any number of DYF’s programs to see your impact in action  

 

Thank you for your partnership. Together, we are changing lives and creating a community of resilient 

heroes that face T1D together. 

Gifts may be made by check, stock donations or online at dyf.org. 

 

“DYF is an integral part of my daughter's diabetes and self-care. It is the one time of the year she says she 

feels like "the normal one" and she always returns from camp more confident and proud of who she is. This 

is the best week of the year for her, every year, and it is a top priority to our family to provide this 

experience for her.” – Parent of a 2017 Teen Camp Participant 


